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I. Executive Summary
To test the feasibility of applying its ”Total Employer Cost of Compensation” (TECC) analytical framework to 
K-12 school personnel, the Center for Public Service (CPS) collected and validated data from five Oregon school 
districts (Beaverton, Hillsboro, Lake Oswego, Salem-Keizer, and Portland), along with two in Washington State 
(Seattle and Vancouver) and one in Idaho (Boise). 
The four main categories of TECC costs – salary; employer-paid health care; retirement benefits; and the value 
of paid time off (PTO) – were then calculated for several different K-12 teacher “archetypes” – e.g., Entry-level 
teachers with a BA degree; Mid-stage teachers with an MA degree and 10 years’ experience; and Latter-stage 
teachers with 30 years’ experience and an MA degree with additional graduate credits. 
In addition to demonstrating the feasibility of applying CPS’ TECC framework – now used for cities, counties, and 
special districts – to K-12 school districts, our analysis revealed key patterns and significant variations in TECC 
costs between districts within and outside of Oregon. The graph below summarizes TECC costs for each district 
for Entry, Mid-career, and Latter-stage K-12 teachers. All data come from the 2015-16 school year:
Some of the key findings seen in this graph – and additional information that can be found in the appendix – 
include the following:
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 Overall TECC Costs 
While TECC costs varied little between the five Oregon districts – and with Seattle – they were roughly 20-30% higher 
than those in both Vancouver and Boise. For what most Oregon districts pay in overall TECC costs for two Entry 
teachers, Vancouver and Boise could hire almost three Entry teachers. 
 Salary Costs 
Only a small fraction of TECC cost differences for Entry-level teachers are attributable to salary levels. All eight 
districts had entry salary levels between $35,000 and $41,000, with the exception of Seattle, at $46,000. While 
salary costs differ more among Mid- and Latter-stage teachers, non-salary components still account for most of the 
differences between the Oregon districts and those in Washington and Idaho.
 Employer Paid Health Insurance
The single largest reason for TECC cost variances for comparable teachers involved employer-paid health insurance 
costs. For Oregon districts, this TECC cost component ranged from an average low of $13,569 (Hillsboro) to a high of 
$18,713 (Lake Oswego). Seattle’s cost averaged $10,016 per teacher; Vancouver averaged $9,360 and Boise $7,320.
 Retirement Costs
For Oregon Mid-career teachers, retirement costs (including Social Security, pension obligation bond repayments1, 
and any PERS employee pick up) ranged from a low of $12,065 in Portland – which does not pay the 6% employee 
pick up for PERS – to a high of $16,473 in Salem-Keizer (which does). Seattle’s retirement costs ($12,058) were within 
this range, while retirement costs for Vancouver ($9,562) and Boise ($9,145) were significantly lower. 
 The Paid Work Year
After subtracting for paid holidays – but including non-classroom time for in-service and professional planning – the 
suburban districts generally had longer paid work years. Vancouver (1,544 hours) and Salem-Keizer teachers (1,536 
hours) had the most hours. The three large urban districts had the shortest: Seattle (1,471); Portland (1,441); and 
Boise (1,418). For a Mid-career K-12 teacher – costs ranged from a high of $71.14/hour (Portland) to a low of $51.63 
(Vancouver)
 Future TECC Cost Trends
A major increase in projected PERS employer rates for Oregon K-12 teachers will mean significantly higher TECC 
costs beginning in 2017-18. For the five Oregon districts in our study, net PERS employer rates will climb 4-6% of 
salary for the upcoming 2017-18 school year, and two additional hikes of 4% of payroll are currently projected by 
PERS for the next two biennia. 2
TECC Costs in a National Context
While additional research is certainly required, within the next five years it’s plausible that Oregon K-12 teacher TECC 
costs could be among the nation’s highest. Average salaries for Oregon K-12 teachers now rank 13th highest in the 
U.S., according to the most recent data from the National Education Association. Employer-paid PERS costs are 
already higher than in most states – and by 2021-22 are forecast to rise from about 20% to 32% of salary. (Oregon 
employers also pay an additional 7.65% into the Social Security/Medicare system; 6 of the 12 states with higher 
average salaries don’t.) Our research also shows Oregon districts’ employer-paid health care costs to be similar to 
Oregon state government employer-paid costs, which a 2014 Pew study found to be some of the nation’s highest.
1  All five Oregon districts sold POBs to help mitigate pension costs. To capture these retirement costs the TECC framework calculates POB 
principle and interest repayments for a given year as a percent of payroll.
2  If these current estimated PERS rate hikes take effect, our TECC model projects the five Oregon districts by the 2021-22 school year will see the 
retirement component of TECC (PERS costs and Social Security/Medicare taxes) approach or exceed 40% of payroll. 
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II. Background and Methodology
In 2012, a Center for Public Service research team, led by Senior Fellow Bob Winthrop, published its first “Total 
Employer Cost of Compensation” report. The effort gathered data from 10 counties, 11 cities, and the state 
of Oregon. This initial TECC study revealed that for a representative job in local government paying a $50,000 
annual salary – e.g. a police officer or an accounting clerk – full TECC costs were approximately $90,000 to 
$100,000.
In 2015, CPS launched a software-enabled benchmarking tool that allows subscribers to calculate TECC costs for 
all job titles. A job matching tool, developed in partnership with Oregon Local Government Personnel Institute 
(LGPI), allows users to also compare TECC costs with comparable jobs of other participating jurisdictions. Today, 
more than 30 cities, counties, and special districts are part of the TECC subscription network.3
The four major components of TECC costs are 1) base salaries; 2) employer paid health insurance costs; 3) 
retirement-related costs paid by the employer (including payments on Pension Obligation Bonds); and 4) the 
value of paid time off. (The TECC software tool also captures costs, which are largely not part of K-12 teacher 
compensation systems). 
The TECC framework is not based on jurisdictions’ average salaries for a given job title, since these can vary 
based on the specific age/experience make-up of individual workforces. Rather, TECC uses the concept of 
“archetype jobs” to facilitate “apples-to-apples” comparisons. Actual salary schedules are used for specific jobs 
at three key milestones: Entry-level; 10-years’ seniority; and 30-years’ experience. This allows the TECC model to 
capture pay and benefits that are based on step increases and any “longevity pay” that may be present.4
The purpose of this study was not to determine typical or average TECC costs for K-12 schools in the three 
states – much less pass any judgment on the “right” level of TECC costs for a particular job like K-12 teacher. 
Rather, the study had two primary goals. 
The first goal: assess the feasibility of applying the TECC tool to the world of K-12 public education, which 
contains some key differences to typical local governments. 
In addition to compensating teachers based on the number of years worked – i.e., by salary schedules that 
include “step increases” – most K-12 teachers also receive different levels of pay based on educational 
credentials. So in addition to looking at base salaries at the Entry, 10-year, and 30-year level (top step including 
any longevity pay), as we do with other public employees, we further examined K-12 salary levels at three 
educational milestones within these steps: a Bachelor’s degree; a Master’s degree; and a Master’s degree at the 
highest level of compensable graduate school credits. While there is no uniform “career path” for every K-12 
teacher, our research team decided that it would be useful to summarize much of the information in this report 
by comparing each district’s K-12 teacher TECC costs at three specific milestones: Entry-level (BA degree and 
0 years prior experience); Mid-career (MA degree, with 10 years experience) and Latter-stage (MA degree, with 
maximum allowed compensable graduate credits, and 30 years’ experience).5
3 See TECC website: http://tecc.research.pdx.edu/.
4  For employer-paid health care costs, aggregate costs are calculated across all members with a given job title, then divided by the number 
of eligible FTE who receive such benefits.
5  In the technical appendix, readers can see all nine combinations of TECC costs based on the three levels of experience and three levels of 
educational credentials.
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In addition, most K-12 teachers’ paid work year is based on a 9-month school calendar, interspersed with unpaid 
periods (e.g., Christmas and spring breaks); a limited number of paid holiday and vacation days; and paid time 
not spent in the classroom. 
Accordingly, we worked with district officials to ascertain the total number of paid work days for teachers. As 
with the TECC framework used for cities, counties and special districts, a “paid work year” is calculated by 
determining the total number of paid contract hours, minus paid vacation and paid holidays, but including time 
spent for in-service and professional development.6 After calculating total paid work hours for K-12 teachers, we 
then divided TECC costs – overall, and by component – by these paid working hours to determine hourly TECC 
costs.
The second goal of this study was to discern key patterns and differences between districts in our study with 
respect to overall TECC costs and key TECC components, both within Oregon and in other states, as the TECC 
tool is designed to include jurisdictions outside of Oregon.
We identified eight public school districts – including those in each of the three states’ largest cities – that were 
relatively large and who agreed to cooperate with our study. Five were in Oregon (Beaverton, Hillsboro, Lake 
Oswego, Portland, and Salem-Keizer). Two were in Washington State (Seattle, Vancouver). One was in Idaho 
(Boise).7 All data are from the 2015-16 school year.8
Oregon alone has 197 school districts; the eight districts chosen are hardly representative or typical, and should 
not be taken as such. The three states also vary widely in terms of key economic metrics. Five of the districts – 
Hillsboro, Lake Oswego, Portland, Beaverton, and Vancouver – are all within the same Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (SMSA), where the reported 2015 per capita median personal income (CPPI) was $48,422. The 
other SMSA PPI medians are: Seattle ($61,021); Salem ($37,121) and Boise ($39,956).9
The study team was led by CPS Senior Fellow Bob Winthrop, with research assistance from graduate students 
Julia Taylor and Katelyn Wilkins. CPS Director Phil Keisling oversaw the study and prepared this report. The 
discussion below highlights and discusses in more detail several of the key TECC components. Additional charts 
and tables can be found in the technical appendix.
6   In the TECC framework, sick leave days, given the variability in how they are used or not, are not considered in calculating TECC costs or 
the cost of paid time off. It’s also important to note that many K-12 teachers – like other public service professionals who aren’t paid on an 
hourly basis and/or who are exempt from federal and state overtime rules – report they work additional hours beyond what’s required.
7  The study’s authors would like to thank the many key staff from the eight school districts that helped us collect and validate the data, 
whose names are listed in the acknowledgement section of the Technical Appendix that follows this report. While Idaho’s Meridian district 
initially agreed to participate, we were unable to obtain and validate all the necessary data in time to include them in this study. There 
were additional Districts which the study team gathered data and reached out, but we were unable to validate their date in time to include 
that information in this study.
8   During the 2015-16 study period, Oregon PERS base employer rates (collared) for K-12 schools were approximately 20% of payroll. 
Assuming current policy and annual earnings of 7.5%, those rates are now projected to rise to 24% by the 2017-18 school year, and to 
32% by 2021-22. To the extent they’ve estimated future rates at all, officials for the relevant Washington and Idaho teacher retirement 
plans aren’t anticipating anything comparable.
9  https://bea.gov/newsreleases/regional/lapi/2016/xls/lapi1116msa.xlsx 
Since all three states also rely on significant financial support from their respective state governments, statewide per capita personal 
income (PPI) may also be relevant. The median PPI for Washington State residents is $53,493, 18% higher than Oregon’s $45,049. Oregon’s 
PPI in turn is 15% higher than Idaho’s $39,107. See U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis at https://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/regional/
spi/2017/pdf/spi0317.pdf (March 28, 2017 release).
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III. Additional Background on Key Findings
1) TECC Health Insurance costs:
Our research reveals that the single biggest reason for variances in K-12 teacher TECC costs – within Oregon, 
and between Oregon districts and those in Washington and Idaho – involved the cost of employer-paid health 
insurance benefits. This TECC component cost for employers, was an average of $18,713 per teacher in Lake 
Oswego, $16,385 in Portland, and $13,569 in Hillsboro. This TECC component cost for the employer, was just 
$10,016 in Seattle, $9,360 in Vancouver and $7,320 in Boise. 
The study’s scope did not allow a determination of the main reason(s) for the non-Oregon districts’ significantly 
lower health care costs. Potential factors include a larger employer-paid share of premium costs; less expensive 
health insurance costs; and differences in plan coverage levels – or some combination of all three.
The chart on the following page details each district’s TECC costs for this component.
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Employer Paid Health Care Costs: How Do Oregon K-12 Districts Stack up?
When it comes to employer-paid health insurance costs, how do Oregon’s K-12 school districts compare to their counterparts across 
the U.S?
There’s tantalizing – though by no means conclusive – data (including some contained in this report) that suggest these employer paid 
costs in Oregon might be some of the highest in the U.S. While future research is clearly necessary before drawing any determinative 
conclusions, here’s why this could be the case.
For the 2015-16 school year, our study found that Oregon districts’ employer-paid costs ranged from an average low of $13,569 in 
Hillsboro to a high of $18,074 in Beaverton. Across the 5 Oregon districts the average was $16,165 – more than double the employer-
paid cost in Boise and 60-70% higher than the costs in Vancouver ($9,360) and Seattle ($10,016).
While information about health insurance costs in both the public and private sectors is extensive, specific data relating to school 
districts’ employer-paid shares of such costs is scant. One study that looked specifically at school districts’ employer-paid health 
insurance costs – a 2015 report by the University of Arkansas’ Robert Castrell (District Costs for Teacher Health Insurance) – used data 
from the National Compensation Survey (NCS) of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The study extrapolated hourly data to 
conclude that for 2012, the national average health insurance cost for the employers was about $8,780 per teacher. 
A more comprehensive and in-depth study was published in August 2014 by the Pew Charitable Trusts and the John D and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation entitled: State Employee Health Plan Spending, An examination of premiums, cost drivers and policy 
approaches.
As noted in the report, the study team worked with actuaries from Milliman Inc. to produce 
“…A first-of-its kind analysis of the costs and characteristics of state employee health plans. 
Although meaningful state-to-state comparisons are complicated by a number of factors, 
including who is covered (i.e., the number, age, and health of enrollees) and differences in 
health plan benefit design, this analysis offers a nationwide benchmark against which states 
can be compared.”
It’s important to note that the Pew report looked at 50 state governments’ employer paid 
health care costs, not those states’ school districts. That said, our own findings in this report 
align closely with one of this report’s main findings: that Oregon’s public employer paid costs 
are significantly higher than the national average and with neighboring states.
The Pew data shows that the average health insurance premium nationally was $959/month, of which employers paid an average of 
84%, or $805 a month. For Oregon, the figures were $1,284 and 95%, for a total state employer share of $1,219/month, or about 
$14,628 annually. Oregon’s monthly costs were roughly 50% above the national average. Only Alaska’s and New Hampshire’s state 
governments paid a higher monthly amount, and in only 4 states did employees pay an even smaller share than 5% of these health 
insurance costs. In Washington State, the employer paid amount was below the national average, at $756/month. For Idaho, the state 
government paid $774/month; in California, these state government costs averaged $841/month.
The Pew study is based on data from an earlier year (2013) – and again, it focuses on state governments, not school districts. That 
said, the same general pattern that Pew found among state government employers was largely replicated among the three states’ 
K-12 districts that we examined. How closely all K-12 public employers – and in all 50 states – parallel their state governments in this 
regard is a topic that we believe deserves far more study in the future.
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2) TECC Retirement Costs:
The second biggest factor underlying differences in TECC costs involve public pension retirement costs – again, 
both within Oregon districts and between them and those in Washington and Idaho.10
Oregon districts’ higher retirement costs are related to PERS, especially in those districts in our study – Lake 
Oswego and Salem-Keizer – that are contractually obligated to pay their employees’ required PERS contribution, 
which amounts to 6% of salary. For Mid-career (MA/10 year) K-12 teachers in Oregon, total PERS costs borne by 
districts ranged from $9,314 to $11,930, compared to Seattle ($8,190); Vancouver ($6,495) and Boise ($5,909).
Many Oregon K-12 school districts also have costs related to “Pension Obligation Bonds,” and the significant 
role these POBs play in contributing to TECC retirement costs is often overlooked.11
During the late 1990s and 2000s, more than 100 Oregon school districts – including all five in our study – sold 
these bonds in an effort to “buy down” their PERS employer costs. The districts then deposited these funds 
with PERS in special “side accounts,” with the annual investment earnings used to help pay their PERS employer 
obligations. POBs however, are hardly free; the principal and interest costs (typically 4-6%) must be repaid, 
typically over 30 years.
10  Each of the three states’ school districts also pays into the Social Security (FICA) system. at a rate of 7.65% of payroll. This is not the case 
for many school districts elsewhere in the U.S. For example, for the 12 states that report higher average salaries than Oregon for the most 
recent annual survey conducted by the National Education Association, teachers in half of them – Illinois, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
California, Rhode Island, and Alaska – are not participants in this system and    receive no FICA retirement benefits from their time 
working as a teacher. See http://www.nea.org/home/70716.htm  
and http://www.nctq.org/dmsView/Doing_the_Math.
11  In a typical budget summary, jurisdictions with POBs seldom include these annual principal and interest repayment costs alongside the 
amount of net employer PERS contributions – even though these POB repayment costs (e.g, see Portland and Lake Oswego) may be the 
largest component of their retirement costs. 
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When PERS investments fare well – e.g., as they did with 10% or higher annual return rates in the late 1990s or 
during the mid 2000s tech and real estate booms– these side accounts can generate large enough returns to 
significantly “buy down” employers’ net PERS costs. But when PERS investment returns stagnate, or even fall – 
as they did during the 2009-11 market crash – the bonds’ repayment costs (expressed as a percent of payroll) 
can exceed their earnings. This can cause PERS employers’ “net rates” to increase even faster than those in non-
POB districts.
Since POB costs are directly related to retirement obligations, they are included in calculating each district’s 
full retirement costs. The table and chart below show each district’s TECC retirement costs by component. 
TECC retirement costs by component for teachers with MA only at Entry, 10, and 30 year levels. POB costs are 
calculating by dividing total POB debt service for that year divided by total salaries of personnel covered by 
those bonds for the entire district.
11
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3)“Career Progression” TECC costs 
As noted earlier, we posited a 3-step common (though not universal) “career progression” for K-12 teachers as 
follows: Entry-level (Bachelor’s degree, 0 years of experience); Mid-career (Master’s degree, 10 years’ experience) 
and Latter-stage (Master’s degree plus additional graduate credits, and 30 years’ experience).
During the first 10 years’ of such a career progression in, teacher salaries – and overall TECC costs – “ramp up” 
more rapidly for Oregon K-12 teachers than for those Seattle, Vancouver, or Boise. Between the 10th and 30th 
year, the situation reverses, as salaries climb at a slightly steeper rate in the non-Oregon districts.
For example, for Entry-level teachers, salaries in seven of the eight districts are roughly comparable, ranging 
from a low of $35,059 (Vancouver) and Boise ($36,970) to highs of $39,998 (Beaverton) and $40,989 (Hillsboro). 
The only outlier is Seattle, with an Entry-level salary at $46,172.
By Mid-career (MA plus 10) K-12 teachers in several Oregon districts – Portland ($62,710) and Hillsboro ($63,754) 
– have higher salaries than Seattle teachers ($62,380). The salaries of Mid-career teachers in Boise ($52,198) and 
Vancouver ($49,467) now lag far behind.
Between the 10th and 30th years of service, teachers who earn additional graduate credits and reach the top 
step (short of a PhD) see comparatively similar rises in base salary. The two steepest differences – about 40% 
– between Mid-career and Latter-stage salary, based on the current salary schedules, are found in Seattle and 
Vancouver. The other five districts generally show about a 30% change in salary between these two milestones, 










Beaverton School District 1,472           32                40                1,544           
Boise Independent 1,358           23                38                1,418           
Hillsboro School District 1J 1,472           16                40                1,528           
Lake Oswego School District 1,458           32                48                1,538           
Portland Public Schools 1,373           23                45                1,441           
Salem-Keizer Public Schools 1,456           24                56                1,536           
Seattle Public Schools 1,373           15                83                1,471           
Vancouver School District 1,448           16                80                1,544           
Annual Contract Hours for Teachers by School District
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4) TECC Costs Expressed on an Hourly Basis
When TECC costs were translated into hourly rates, Portland’s TECC costs were significantly higher than all other 
districts. 
For a Mid-career teacher (MA/10 years seniority), Portland’s hourly TECC costs were the highest in the study, 
at $71.14/hr. This compared to $67.20/hr. for a comparable Seattle teacher, and hourly TECC costs between 
$61.90/hr. to $66.40/hr. for the remaining Oregon districts. Boise’s hourly rate was $53.50/hr., while Vancouver’s 
was just $51.53/hr. For Latter-stage teachers (MA+/30 years seniority), the highest hourly TECC costs were found 
in Seattle ($90.66) while the lowest were in Vancouver ($67.41).
The chart and table below break out hourly TECC costs by key component, and show each district’s paid work 
year based on 2015-16 contracts. Working hours include classroom and professional development days.
5) Future TECC Costs
In the next five years, Oregon TECC costs for K-12 teachers will likely rise significantly – even if future K-12 salary 
schedules contain smaller increases. The primary driver of this will be steep projected increases in employer 
PERS rates.
Oregon PERS base employer rates – before any POBs are factored in – averaged approximately 20% of salary for 
the 2015-16 school year, according to PERS data. This base rate is scheduled to rise to 24.15% of salary in 2017-
18. PERS currently projects these rates will rise about another 8% over the next two biennia, to approximately 
32% of salary by 2021-22. 
When combined with Social Security costs and any PERS employee pick up, this means that by 2021-22 many 
Oregon school districts will have TECC retirement costs close to 45% of payroll.12
For the Seattle, Vancouver, and Boise school districts, no such comparable increases are now projected. A 
January 2017 presentation by Washington State’s office of Program Research estimates employer rates (through 
2019-21) to rise 1-2% for most of Washington’s public pension plans, including those for teachers.13 Available 
Idaho data suggests similarly modest increases in the near-term.14
Why the TECC approach is important for understanding K-12 education costs
Earlier this year, when Governor Kate Brown proposed a “no K-12 budget cuts” budget of $8.02 billion for 
2017-19, it reflected a 9% biennial increase (about 4.5% a year) compared to the $7.376 billion funding level 
appropriated for the 2015-17 biennium. But in March, the Oregon Association of School Business Officers 
(OASBO) testified to the Oregon Legislature that another $380 million – a total of $8.4 billion – was really 
needed to maintain “current service levels” in Oregon K-12 schools and avoid any teacher lay-offs or other 
service cuts.15
12  Note that for the five Oregon districts in our study, the exact costs for each will vary according to individual circumstances – e.g., which of 
them pay the 6% pick up, and the amount (and return rate) of Pension Obligation Bonds.
13  https://app.leg.wa.gov/CMD/Handler.ashx?MethodName=getdocumentcontent&documentId=cQ9gRzpK-9U&att=false
14  Idaho’s PERSI employer contribution rate for teachers is scheduled to rise by 1%, to about 12% of salary, in 2018-19 – and would likely 
stay stable (or even decline) through 2021-22 if investment returns hit their 7% target.
15  https://www.persi.idaho.gov/Documents/Newsletters/2017/5-17.pdf. 
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According to the OASBO testimony, even after factoring in significant hikes in PERS rates for 2017-19, other 
TECC costs – specifically, for salaries and employer-paid health insurance benefits – were rising even faster than 
state analysts had assumed. While state officials had forecast a 2.1% rise in total salary costs, OASBO testified 
that the salary schedules agreed to in collective bargaining contracts were rising by about 3%. On top of that, 
many teachers were getting additional “step increases” for increased seniority.16 
So rather than a 4.5% annual increase needed to hold schools harmless, the officials testified the figure was more 
like 7%. Put another way, TECC costs were rising significantly faster than state analysts had been able to track.
The point here is not to second guess the various assumptions behind competing estimates. Rather, it’s to 
illustrate that if K-12 TECC costs – and the interactions between key components – are not fully understood, 
tracked, and managed over time, even relatively robust budget increases may do little or nothing to change 
certain realities on the ground.
What are some of those key realities? One of the most comprehensive and widely-cited data sets on K-12 
public schools comes from the National Education Association, which publishes an annual report that compares 
hundreds of data points across all 50 states. These reports show the following key metrics for Oregon K-12 
public schools:
•  The average salary for an Oregon K-12 teacher is now $60,359, which ranks Oregon 13th in the U.S, 
compared to a national average of $58,353.
•  Students enrolled per teacher in Oregon currently stands at 20.0, up from 19.1 in 2007-08. This puts 
Oregon 5th highest in the U.S, compared to the national average of just 15.9. 
•  Oregon’s student enrollment – and teaching staff – have remained relatively flat during the last decade. 
K-12 public school enrollment was 578,947 in 2016, a 2% increase from the 2007-08 level of 566,067. 
During the same period, the number of K-12 classroom teachers (as defined by NEA) fell 3%, from 
29,656 to 28,882. 
•  Oregon expenditures per student now stand at $12,161, compared to $9,469 in 2007-08. This represents 
a 28.5% increase, and puts Oregon above the national average for the first time in more than 20 years.17
While Oregon’s classrooms remain some of the nation’s largest, it’s also the case that the state’s school year 
ranks among the nation’s shortest.18 Such a gap means that by the time most Oregon students graduate from 
high school, they’ll have received the equivalent of about a year less of actual classroom instruction than their 
counterparts in many other states.
The TECC framework provides some insight into what might be required to make progress on one or both of 
these two fronts, as many advocates have long urged.
16  In contrast to many city and county governments, where 40% or even 50% of their workforces are now retirement eligible, data from the 
Oregon Department of Education show that for the 2016-17 school year, about 44% of Oregon K-12 teachers have less than 10 years of 
experience, while just 20% have 20 years or more. (These ratios are fairly similar to those for 2009-10, the last year of comparable data.) 
Most Oregon teachers are still eligible for salary step increases, and will be for the foreseeable future. See also http://www.oregon.gov/
ode/schools-and-districts/reportcards/Documents/rptcard2016.pdf; additional data provided by Oregon Department of Education staff.
17 NEA website  http://www.nea.org/home/70716.htm
18  See http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2013/08/more_days_for_oregon_students.html and this presentation at https://olis.leg.
state.or.us/liz/2013I1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/41842
17
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For example, just to achieve the national average in terms of classroom size, Oregon would need to add 
approximately 8,500 additional teachers. Just based on the 2015-16 data, showing TECC costs for an Oregon 
Entry-level teacher of about $70,000, this would require an additional $1.2 billion for the next biennium.19 
To add 10 school days to Oregon K-12 calendars – the equivalent of 80 hours per classroom teacher – can also 
be calculated with the TECC framework. Assuming that average TECC costs for Oregon’s current K-12 teaching 
force is about $70/hr. (MA with 10 years experience), this would translate into $6,000 in additional TECC costs for 
each of Oregon’s 28,000 teachers, or approximately $350 million for the 2017-19 biennium.
These are very rough calculations – and costs would be even higher to maintain in future years as salaries and 
TECC costs rose to reflect these new and existing teachers’ career progressions.
Finally, it’s plausible – though we stress this is only a testable hypothesis, not a conclusion – that by 2021-22, 
TECC costs for Oregon K-12 teachers could be among the nation’s highest.
While a wealth of abundant data exists about K-12 schools and teachers, none that we’ve found attempts to 
gather all employer-paid costs into a single framework, across 50 states. Based on what we already know about 
average salaries and fast-rising PERS costs – combined with the lack of additional information about key TECC 
cost components in the K-12 sector – we believe further research is clearly warranted.
For example, Oregon K-12 employers also pay an additional 7.65% into the Social Security/Medicare system to 
supplement teacher pension benefits. Sixteen states – including 6 of the 12 with higher average salaries than 
Oregon – don’t do so. In addition, Oregon K-12 districts’ employer-paid health care costs seem to be similar 
to Oregon state government employer-paid costs, which a 2014 Pew study found to be some of the nation’s 
highest.
“Just how much should teachers be paid?” is ultimately a political question, of course – and one elected officials 
and citizens will argue for decades to come. But as the TECC approach tries to illuminate, an entirely separate 
(and value-free) question is also important: “Regardless of what one believes teachers should be paid, just how 
much do they cost public employers (and taxpayers) when all the relevant components are added together?”
As our research team discovered in doing its earlier work on cities and counties, there is surprisingly little publicly 
available – and validated – data about Total Employer Costs of Compensation in the public sector. While state 
and local government entities – including K-12 schools – conduct and publish extensive research related to 
salaries and benefits, these efforts typically look through the lens of the value of compensation as received by 
employees.
The TECC benchmarking framework provides an additional, powerful analytical tool to help public employers – 
and elected officials, employees, and citizens – make the most informed choices possible as they try to optimize 
limited public resources to provide essential public services. For example, if a given Mid-career teacher’s TECC 
costs were $100,000 for 2016–17, a combination of factors – a 3% “Cost of Living” (COLA) hike, a 4% “step 
increase” from the 10th to 11th year of service, and a 5% increase in net PERS employer costs – would mean that 
in the following year (2017–18), the compounding effects of these three factors alone would boost TECC costs 
for that teacher to almost $112,500, about a 12.5% year-over-year increase.
19  TECC costs are now higher than they were in 2017-18, and this rough estimate does not factor in any additional costs – e.g., for 
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Total Cost - BA - Only
Sum of Annual Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Ti-
tle Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Total Cost - MA - Only
Sum of Annual Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Ti-
tle Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Total Cost - MA - Plus
Sum of Annual Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Ti-
tle Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Tenure Category


























































































































































































































Hourly Cost - BA - Only
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Hourly Cost - MA - Only
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Hourly Cost - MA - Plus
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure and Category on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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State  /  Jurisdiction  /  Tenure
OR
Beaverton School District Hillsboro School District 1J Lake Oswego School District Salem-Keizer Public Schools Portland Public Schools
WA















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S um of Annual Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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S um of Annual Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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S um of Annual Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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S u m of Hourly Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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S u m of Hourly Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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S u m of Hourly Cost for each Tenure broken down by  on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about Category. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title
Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Tenure Category Component
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Total Cost-Component - BA - Only
Sum of Annual C os t broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Total Cost-Component - MA - Only
Sum of Annual C os t broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Total Cost-Component - MA - Plus
Sum of Annual C os t broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title
Matched. The Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Hourly Cost-Component - BA - Only
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The
Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Hourly Cost-Component - MA - Only
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The
Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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Hourly Cost-Component - MA - Plus
Sum of Hourly Cost broken down by  vs. Tenure, Category and Component on page BA - Only. The view is filtered on Category and Standard Job Title Matched. The
Category filter has multiple members selected. The Standard Job Title Matched filter has multiple members selected.
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State Jurisdiction Component
Standard Job Title Matched  /  Tenure
BA - Only
1 - Entry 10 - Year 30 - Year
MA - Only
1 - Entry 10 - Year 30 - Year
OR Beaverton
School District








































































































































































































































































































Sum of Annual Cost broken down by Standard Job Title Matched and Tenure vs. State, Jurisdiction and Component. The data is 
filtered on Category, which keeps 3-Retirement. The view is filtered on Standard Job Title Matched, which excludes Other and 
Principal.
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State Jurisdiction Component
Standard Job Title Matched  /  Ten..
MA - Plus
1 - Entry 10 - Year 30 - Year
OR Beaverton
School District
















































































































































































Sum of Annual Cost broken down by Standard Job Title Matched and Tenure vs. State, Jurisdiction and Component. The data is 
filtered on Category, which keeps 3-Retirement. The view is filtered on Standard Job Title Matched, which excludes Other and 
Principal.
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Summary Graph - BA - Only
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Annual Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about
Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job Title
Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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Summary Graph - MA - Only
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Annual Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about
Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job Title
Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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Summary Graph - MA - Plus
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Annual Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details about
Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job Title
Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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Summary Hourly Graph - BA - Only
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Hourly Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details
about Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job 
Title Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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Summary Hourly Graph - MA - Only
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Hourly Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details
about Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job 
Title Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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Summary Hourly Graph - MA - Plus
Category
8 - 10 to 30 Year Increment







Sum of Hourly Cost for each Jurisdiction broken down by State on page BA - Only.  Color shows details
about Category. The data is filtered on Tenure, which keeps 1 - Entry. The view is filtered on Standard Job 
Title Matched, which has multiple members selected.
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BA Only MA Only High School Principal
Salary
Salary - entry $39,988 $43,414 $124,711
Salary - 10 Year $54,820 $59,501 $129,908





Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit (ER Paid) 5.00%
Health Insurance
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance













Data Validation Sheet - Beaverton School District
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)





Not paid by district
7.86%
193 (including 5 holidays)
42.5 hours per week, including a 30 
minute duty-free lunch period
$16,800
$1,276 is additional for Life, Long-term disability, and Mileage/Cell 
Stipend for administrators 
No cash outlay
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BA Only
MA Only (or 
BA +45)
MA Degree + 
30
High School Principal
Salary - entry $36,391 $37,448 $39,065 $92,041
Salary - 10 Year $37,977 $52,196 $56,173 $100,408




Regular Pension - 30-year
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit 
(ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health 
Insurance - Cash Outlay
Working Days
224 (including 5 
holidays)
Working Hours
7.5 hours/day, incl. 40 
Min duty free lunch
Holidays 5
Personal or Vacation Days 3
Sick Days
Page 8: 4+9 for entry 
level and 5+9 for 10-year 
and 30-year 
Page 8: 3+9 for entry level and 5+9 for 10-




Accrued sick leave can to pay for health benefits  & retirees can 
participate in active health insurance plan, but no cash outlay.
Paid Time Off
P. 39: 189 days (including 5 holidays)
P. 39:  7.5 hours/day, incl.  40 min. duty-free 
lunch (7.5*(189-5)) = 1,380
5
3
Employer does not contribute
Data Validation Sheet - Boise Independent School District
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)




* Per District advice, MA + 30 assumes no Educational stipend - $1,500 (Master Contract p. 20)
* At 30 Years $1,500 logevity payment per MC p. 20
* All teachers received 1.132% or $459 professional stipend, MC p. 25
* Per Principal Salary Schedule - Longevity is paid to Principals. Per district, did not include education 
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BA Only






Salary - entry $40,989 $44,793 $47,518 $117,946
Salary - 10 Year $58,340 $63,754 $67,633 $129,611




Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit (ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health Insurance - Cash 
Outlay
Working Days
261 Days (Including 13 
holidays)
Working Hours 40 hours per week
Holidays 13 Days
Personal or Vacation Days
20 Days Vacation, 1 Day 
Personal
Sick Days 12 Sick Days
Yes
Data Validation Sheet - Hillsboro Public Schools
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)














191 Days (Including 5 holidays)
40 hours per week, including a 30 minute 
duty-free lunch period each day
2 (1 Personal Leave).
10 Sick Days
5 Days
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BA Only





Salary - entry $37,300 $41,777 $44,760 $114,912
Salary - 10 Year $54,087 $58,561 $61,546 $121,089




Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds   
(ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health 
Insurance - Cash Outlay
Working Days
225 Days (261 Days less 
10 holidays, 22 vacation 
& 4 personal)
Working Hours 8 hours
Holidays 10 Holidays
Personal or Vacation Days 26 Days
Sick Days 12 Days
No
Data Validation Sheet - Lake Oswego School District
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)
2015-2016 School Year, School District Study












$18,713 per person ($10,404,155/556 FTE)
No
No
185 Days (191 Days Less 6 Holidays)
8 Hours/day (1/2 hour duty-free lunch)
6 Holidays
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BA Only





Salary - entry $38,921 $46,413 $52,968 $116,863
Salary - 10 Year $52,587 $62,710 $71,560 $125,849




Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit 
(ER Paid)
Medical Insurance $15,060
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health 
Insurance - Cash Outlay
Working Days
233 (226 working days 
and 7 holidays)
Working Hours 8 hours per day
Holidays 7 days
Named Holidays
Personal or Vacation Days 3 Personal Days
Sick Days 12 sick days
Health Insurance
No additional employer payment
10 sick days
Paid Time Off
192 (186 working days and 6 holidays)






MLK, President's, Memorial, July 4th, Labor, Veteran, Thanksgiving
Data Validation Sheet - Portland Public Schools
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)






PERS Tier 1/Tier 2
Not Paid by District
12.59%
No additional employer payment
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BA Only





Salary - entry $38,066 $41,112 $47,204 $101,589
Salary - 10 Year $51,771 $54,816 $61,653 $121,220




Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit 
(ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health 
Insurance - Cash Outlay
Working Days 260 days
Working Hours 8 hours per day 
Holidays 10 days
Personal or Vacation Days 163.32 hours
Sick Days 12 days
No
Data Validation Sheet - Salem Keizer Public Schools
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)
2015-2016 School Year, School District Study
Salary
Retirement
6.2% for FICA plus 1.45% for Medicare
OPSRP
OPSRP










40 hours per week (including 30 minute duty-
free lunch period)
7 holidays
8 days (including 5 days paid family illness 
leave)
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BA Only





Salary - entry $46,728 $55,133 $58,964 $131,377
Salary - 10 Year $48,487 $63,884 $77,440 $137,357




Regular Pension - 30-year
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit 
(ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health 
Insurance - Cash Outlay
Working Days 260 Days
Working Hours 8 Hours Per Day
Holidays 13 Holidays
Personal or Vacation Days
2 Personal plus 28 
Vacation Days












1.1% Post Employment (Retiree Carve Out)
Washington State Teachers Retirement System
Washington State Teachers Retirement System
Washington State Teachers Retirement System
None
Yes
Data Validation Sheet - Seattle Public Schools
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)
2015-2016 School Year, School District Study
Salary
Retirement
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Salary - entry $35,879 $42,855 $46,011 $115,117
Salary - 10 Year $40,760 $49,467 $52,801 $127,907




Regular Pension - 30-year
PERS Employee Pickup
Pension Obligation Bonds
Additional Retirement Benefit (ER Paid)
Medical Insurance
Additional  Health Insurance
Post-employment Health Insurance - Cash 
Outlay
Working Days 217
Working Hours 8 hours/day
Holidays
10 (not included in the 
217)
Personal or Vacation Days 2
Sick Days 12
6.20% for Social Security plus 1.45% for Medicare
Data Validation Sheet - Vancouver  Public Schools
All Data for 2015-2016 School Year
Portland State University - Total Employer Cost of Compensation (TECC)
2015-2016 School Year, School District Study
Salary
* Added $810 for each teacher for 3 mandatory days( $36 per hour * 7.5 hours per day * 3 Days)
Retirement
2.04% for OPEB
TRS Plans 2 or 3- contribution of 13.13% 
TRS Plans 2 or 3- contribution of 13.13% 









180 plus 3 TRI "Mandatory" days - 183
8 Hours (7.5 hours per day plus 30 minute 
duty free lunch)
10 (Not included in 183 days)
2
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